
Vienna, fovember Z%, 1934. 
V 

Dear Mr. Phillips* ^ 
V 

1 last -wrote you on Koveaber 16, gust as Chancel* 
1ST Schuschnigg was lesving for Borne, end as he has just eome 
back I have not yet had an opportunity to see him or the Foreign 
Minister, so can give you no first-hand information -with regard 
to the results of their conversations. I expect to see the 
Chancellor this evening* but it will be too late te get anything 
in this pouch* 

My impression, however. Is that he will have little 
to say, although I believe the conversations which took place 
were of primary importance. After the conversation* between 
Dollfuss and Mussolini the inference was drawn, after s time, 
thet Mussolini had specifically promised Dollfuss that is case 
of German aggression against Austria Italy would take definite 
action, but this did not appear from she official eoraauniques 
and neither Mussolini or Dollfuss said anything about it until 
some time afterwards, but the Italian action on July 25 Is mobi
lizing on the Austrian frontier was sufficient indication that 
the promiss of active aid had sstually been given Dollfuss, 

I an sure that the E&bassy st lose has already tele
graphed you the official oomHjanique issued st the elose of the 
conversations, so I will not touch on thepublished statements. 
The press consent hers we have covered Is a despatch. Is* 219, 
of Hovember 22, 1934, which goes forward by this pouch. The 
published eommcct and the official eonaauniquS are sufficient, 
I think, to confirm that Mussolini stands by his original com
mitments and that he stands as solidly behind Austria today as 
he did when he issued, on his own initiative, the orders for 
mobilization on July 28* This is important for it would sens 
to show that the efforts which Germany has made through Goemboes 
have bens without effeet. 

In well Informed eirsles here the impression is 
that Sshuschnigg comes back from Home with as definite assur
ances of Italian support against German aggression ss those 
which Dollfuss previously had from Mussolini, It Is too early 
to ssy whether this is so, and it will Is almost inpossible to 
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get any fjf/ficial confirmation, bat I may tall you for whet it 
Is worth that It ismy impression that this is the ma^or result 
of the Chancellor*• lone visit. I bed indications before ho 
left that the principal subject of conversation would be tho 
aotion to IMP taken in ease of German aggression. Austria is, 
I believe, at present in a position to take care of any interns! 
Hational Socialist uprising, and I think tho Government feels 
•very strongly that it Is able to do so* In tho first place, 
tho lational Socialist Party organization within Austria is 
thoroughly disrupted and dishearteneaV and the Army and tho pri
vate forces at the disposal of the Government are, I believe, 
amply sufficient to take care of Internal uprisings and are loyal 
to tho Government* This undoubtedly Sehusehnigg was able to say 
to Mussolini from the Austrian side, but he would have to aake it 
dear, which he probably did, that tho forces at the disposal of 
the Government wore not sufficient to combat successfully any or
ganized attack on Austria from the outside. This situation Musso
lini is thoroughly familiar with through tho reports he has from 
Italian official representatives hero and from other sources at 
his disposal. 

??hat the Chancellor wished to know from Mussolini 
undoubtedly was how far ho could count on the same measure of 
Italian support* ©a his previous unofficial visit to Mussolini 
ot Floreneo this question had been gone into and he undoubtedly 
had assurances, but not of the definite character which Dollfass 
had had, for it was understood at Florence that a later official 
visit was to be made by Sohuschnigg when these mstters would be 
gone into more thoroughly. 

Well informed foarters here are of the opinion that 
Mussolini had a great deal more difficulty in arriving at s decis
ion than before, July 25 and tho two days immediately following, 
they believe, wore not particularly hoppy ones fat? him, for he had 
given tho order to mobiliso and definitely committed Italy and 
brought the country really to tho brink of war. Tho actual reali
sation that Italy might have to fight a war with all its conse
quences and implications when his people really did not want one, 
it is believed, gave Mussolini a good deal to think about and 
this has been oneof the reasons he was willing to listen to Goers-
toss os intermediary for Germany. I doubt whether it is passible 
for any of us yet to learn exactly what propositions Germany was 
making to Italy with regard to Austria, but that she did aake 
certain propositions through Goesiboes soesm fairly clear. Pro
bably tho best guess la that; for a »ore friendly attitude on the 
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part of Italy towards the Third Belch and for moral support 
on the Ssar and disarmament questions Germany was prepared to 
say to Italy that she would keep her hands off Austria for a 
time* The idea probably appealed to Mussolini, for he would 
undoubtedly be glad to find a solution which would keep M a 
from being plaeed In the eame position he was on July 2S# that 
is, from giving a mobilization order which would actually lead 
to armed intervention end probably to war on more thaw one front. 
However much the idea may hare appealed, I understand that Musso
lini* s fundamental condition was that Germany should make a 
written, formal, and unequivocal declaration publicly to keep 
hands off Austria dafinitettfcv In order to do that Germany would 
be committed in such a way ***** *ay aggression against lastrla 
would plaoa her before the world aa breaking a solemn publift 
promise and thus bring consequences upon her from other quarters 
as well as from Italy, As to Hungary, even such Germanophiles 
as Goemboes and Kanya realise that Germany has in no aemse given 
up baa? aspirations with swspeet to Austrlaj that there were 
small hopes that such a declaration would be forthcoming* and 
as it was not, the mediatory action of Goemboes was without ef
fect. 

This failure on the part of •iermsny to ewwsait her
self on the Austrian question la a way satisfactory to Musso
lini, when she had had smpla time to do so and when the Hungarian 
intervention had undoubtedly been undertaken on German initiative, 
undoubtedly Influenced the Home aonversations and while it is too 
early, at I haws already indicated, to have definite information 
whether Mussolini actually gave Sehusehnigg categorical assur* 
aneea of Italian military eld, tt is clear that Mussolini was 
under no illusions witk respect to German sins, I think this 
Impression, too, is justiflen' by the faat that immediately before 
the conversations tha Italian press emphasized that the entire 
attitude of Germany has to be interpreted la the light of the Saar 
question* They emphasized that the whole situation could be 
cleared up if Germany would give a definite declaration as Austrian 
independence and integrity ?ihioh so far she had been aareful not 
to do, 

I can therefore not assert from first-hand knowledge 
that Schuschnigg baa come back with this formal and definite 
assuranav of Italian Rid in case of German aggression against 
Austria, but I beliews that the futu*§ developments will show 
that he has received this assurance. On the other hsnd I think 
It la also a safe inference that Mussolini has not given any such 
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assurance with much lightness of heart for he realizes sore defi
nitely all of the implications and consequence* of the action 
which he may have to take on this promia** It la worth remarking 
in this connection, however, that if he did give the assurance*, 
he had in mind not only Italy and Austria, but also Hungary* For 
Hungary, although she fears Germany, does not want Germany on her 
frontier* 

The cultural relations between Italy and Austria were 
also undoubtedly discussed at the lose meeting, but X doubt whether 
too irsich in the way of serious action may be expected from them. 
The idea is that a sort of culture! institution is to be set up 
by Italy in Yienna end similarly "by Austria in Rome. The project 
does not create much enthusiasm la Austria* One might say almost 
the contrary* ^People here do feel kindly towards Italy for they 
realise what Italy has saved them frond, but it cannot be forgotten 
here that Italy is, after all, the hereditary enemy of Austria 
and that tilt present role she is playing is a new one* Then, too, 
Austria fa a country of Germs* aulture and not Lati% and in spite 
of what has happened in Germaajp and in spite of the sentiment 
against Ansehluss, the Austria* people feel themselves a German 
people ana now the leader of German culture* A* a really eultured 
people, they believe in sympathetia cultural relations with other 
countries, but they do not look kindly on any dilution of Austrian 
eulture with Italian* One hears it freely expressed here that such 
an Italian eultur&l center in Henna would become a mere propaganda 
center for Italian political influence and thia is resented. X 
believe therefore that whila there will be a good deal of talk about 
strengthening of culture! tlaa and soma aetion along this line, it 
will find very little expression 3* concrete fora* The Chancellor 
in his reply to ilussolini at the dinner which thelatter gawp for 
hia, found it advisable to say that "without ever onoe eve* attempt
ing to exercise any influence whatever upon the internal affairs 
of Austria, Italy had given the worMt 1* * B exemplary manner, the 
proof of her wish to nerve with all the weight of her positio* as a 
great power* and with -th<* incalculable value of her classical tra
dition, the cause of European peace** 

More significant in the conversations, as shown by 
theoffioial communique, i* the emphasis placed on Austria's re
suming at the earliest data,"her true historic function as holding 
the equilibrium between t&* foroea that converge la the basin of 
the Danube.* A great deal can bo read into this atateaaent, but 
perhaps it$*|&ll significance lie* la the desire of Italy to empha
size the position of Austria as an independent state retainint ite 
integrity Is every way. I 
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The practical working out of the Hone Protocols 
was undoubtedly dismissed and her* Austria sade it elear that 
A t does not desire her position to be strengthened at the ex
pense of Hungary, but wishes to work in full harmony with h©r« 
One of the interestlag developments ©f the last months has been 
the Increasing friendliness betw©* Vienna and ̂ W e s t , and I 
see nothing for the present which would disturb future develop
ment* in this connection. The tendency is in every way t© 
emphasize the eoBamunity of interests between the two countries 
and the similarity of their problems. 

While I would not wish to be so rash as to draw too 
far reaching conclusion* from these conversation*, wham so lit
tle is yet available In the way of first-hand information, 1 
believe that It is safe to assume ind that we will find that 
the conversations auric a further defeat in the foreign policy 
of Germany. Germany hss made another attentat, and a really 
vigorous one, before these conversations took place to break 
through the ring that isolates her, through the intermediary of 
Hungary* It seems that once sore she has failed and merely 
strengthened Italy in the position she had previously taken 
sad in Hungary there will be distinct disillusionment and dis
appointment, for there the hop© was nourished that Germany 
might come across with some satisfactory assurances and guaran
tees with respect to Austria which would make it possible for 
both Austria and Hungary to have more direct and friendly re
lations with Germany. 

The whole question, of course, hinged on the real 
German intentions. As X indicated i» my last letter, those 
who know the mind of Hitler realise that It Is unalterable on 
the question of Austria. Th© ©onversation which I had with 
Papen and which is covered in the enclosure to my letter of 
Hovember If* elearly shows that Papen is working for Anschluss 
in spite of all of his declarations and protestation*. Ger
many is not prepared to give up her aspirations respecting 
Austria and this must have been the decisive factor during the 
Home conversations. 

I think it may be interesting in thin connection to 
^© tell you about some information which reached me from a re
liable source here. In my letters and despatches I have mem* 
tloned a Herr Huebner, who is one of the so-called nationally 
minded Austrian* who has been talking with the Chancellor with 
the idea of getting back of the Government. Huebner is a 
brother-in-law of Goering and hai maintained ©lose oontact with 
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hSau according to my informant Huebner has just come back 
from Germany a few days ago and told his Kaai sss> dates here 
that he was moon disappointed and depressed. He said he had 
jast been in Germany and that the prospeeta for German aid to 
the Austrian Basis -were poor because Germany, even after ths 
Sear question is settled, and no matter how it is settled, does 
not want war now. He says that Germany is not ready for war 
and will not be for some time* and that therefore sho oannot 
afford to help the Austrian Basis in any Mftventuro la the near 
future under any circumstances. This statement of his 1« par
ticularly interesting as ho nndoubtedly got this from his 
brother-in-law^ Seneral Goering, and I have reliable Information 
from other sources that thl« Is the attitude of Goering. 

X have had the opportimity of soeing one of my Ger
man friends within the last few days wh# Is one of the best in
formed men in Germany because of his wide contacts in all •ir-
cles* He confirmed the tremendous progress in rearmament and 
the almost feverish activity there ia on this program. Si 
says, however* It is a mistake to assume that the Eeiohswehr is 
playing any tetive part la the German Government today. He 
says that it la Maintaining its traditional attitude, 3US* •• 
undor the Socialist regime in Germany the Army prided itself on 
lt» aloofness from participation in the flovemment. He con
firmed what I have already indicated la some of my letters, that 
If the Reiehswehr *ere t»KAft^an active part ia the Government 
a great many figures in Germany would already have disappeared 
from the scene. He wye on the other hand that the Reiehswehr 
ia entirely In sympathy with the rearmament program and welcomes, 
stimulates, and direeta this program. He says, however, that 
the Eeiohswehr has no illusions whatever with respect to its 
preparedne** for a war. It places no confidence whatever Is 
the Polish agreement on which ^asi circles count, and has no il
lusions whatever with respect to aid ftrom Hungary and Jugoslavia. 
He says that the Eeiohswehr ia of the opinion that war BOW by 
Germany would mean war agalast Europe and therefor* merely another 
humiliation. He pointed out that what the Reichswehr wants it 
to wipe out the humiliation of the last war and not to repeat it, 
and that it does not want war until Germany la ready* He says 
that the Eeiohswehr ia oalng what influence it has to restrain 
the %si leaders from further irritation abroad ia order aot to 
precipitate troubla while the rearmament program in being carried 
through and particularly in the manufacture of aertain typ*a of 
guna of which Germany still has practically none. He says that 
the Hazi leaders are so confident that the position of the 
Reichswehr in this respect is difficult. 
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As General Goering maintains tfcft slosest and friend
liest eontact with the iieiehswehr* and by well Informed persons 
is believed to be one who eaa be counted on to cooperate with 
the Reiohswehr in any crisis, it is interesting that Huebner 
should make these statements recited in a previous paragraph to 
his Kasi friends here, reflecting* as they undoubtedly do, -whs* 
his brother-in-law Goering told him. 

That the Kasi leaders feel themselves prepared for 
war and that the Army feels the direct opposite is one of the 
stabilising influences for the present, but the reports which 
the French havs recently made public in connection with the esti
mate* and whieh are based on good information, are not reassuring 
and one can understand why at least a good part of the **si lead
ers not to familiar with the technical phases of warfare should 
feel so confident with the men and meant already at their eomrasnd. 

The failure ©4* the mediatory role whieh Goemboes 
played between Germany and Italy on German suggestion, is bound 
to esase, as I have already mentioned, considerable disillusion
ment In Hungary. Goemboes Is really fundamentally pro-German 
and one must not forget that already in 1920 he was elosely 
associated with Hitler, Goemboes* too. Is the man who gave the 
murderer of Walter Hathenau asylum in his villa in Hungary. He 
has learned a lot since then and is a good deal more objective 
and reasonable than he was then, but hit ancestors came from 
Germany and hie background is «lermaa» Kanya*f attitude you 
know so well that t need not touch on it* but he is getting very 
much out of the picture in Hungary. Eekhardt can undoubtedly 
be Foreign Ministar whenever he so chooses, and may find it neces
sary to take this post before very long* but he, too, feels 
mors friendly towards Germany than to any other country* Bek-
hardt, however, is well informed wita regard to the situation in 
Germany and has no illusions about the permanence of the Mazi 
regime. All these men sling to the idea that there Is more of 
the old Germany in ths present day Germany than there really Is, 
and it is really to the old Germany that they are attached. 
The German Minister la Budapest, von Mackensen* plays really 
quits as important role In this connection. He is the son- of 
the field Marshall snd is married to von Heurath's daughter. 
Goemboes and ths Hegent.are both very fond of him and seek him 
eat as a bridge partner and as s dinner guest. He is personally 
s very pleasant and representstiff individual and a good deal 
of his popularity is due to his background and personality. 
The Hungarians like to think that hs is tha kind of German they 
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they can put their confident* in, forgetting that he is no longer 
representations of any of the influences in power in Germany. 
lfor have the Hungarians fully realized the utter ieolatlss of the 
Seman Foreign Offioe and its lack of influence on Mational Social* 
1st poliey. The Hungarians who know the attitude of Hitler with 
respect to Jnstria have hoped that those in hie entourage might 
influence hiffl Met this hope has been nourished through the person* 
ality and work of worn Mackensen. How that Germany has refused to 
come out with any nnoquivoesl declaration regarding Austria, when 
she had the opportunity to do it at an important moment, it will 
not only eause disillusionment in Hungary, bat will, I believe, 
considerably influence her attituda, not ys% definitely, bat it 
has introduced new unfavorable factors which will work against 
Germany. 

The major general situation In Europe from the reports 
which you get from all sources will, 1 believe, at this writing 
seen to you more promising. There are, however, so many changing 
factors that one cannot be sure st any time of tomorrow and It is 
still s little, too early to be too optimistic. Just at the moment 
when England is prepared to cooperate more completely with France 
the interns! situation In France becomes more difficult and just 
st the moment when Italy Is mors reasonably inclined with respect 
to Jugoslsvis snd prospects open for sloser understanding between 
Italy and Francs, Jugoslavia Is insistent on action being taken by 
the League with regard to the murder of Alexander. Hungary, too, 
is not failing to make it clear to Italy that she is as insistent 
sa ever on her revisionist claims. Jugoslavia, where trouble 
might be expected, remains quiet, bat the French Government in the 
meantime has unexpected difficulties. 

One of the most unfsvorabis factors is the really un
pleasant situation in France. The old financial scandals are not 
cleared up and nasi ones are being constantly uncovered. Domergus 
In s statement whleh hs recently made from his retirement has Is 
clesr and drastis terms expressed his disillusionment with practi-» 
cally all those figuring in the Government snd he knows of what 
he is talking and expresses pretty well the sentiment of most French
men, and although these financial scandals and parliamentary troubles 
have been poshed into the background sgain in view of the external 
situation, they are bound to break through In time. The French 
people are almost m* disgusted with their leaders as it is increas
ingly evident that the German people are becoming with National 
Socialist* This creates s very poor background for the major 
problems which have to be mot. 



Hitler seised the opportunity to talk with the 
leader of the French Veterans and to tell them of hi» peace-
loving sentiments and hit desire to talk directly with France 
and reach an understanding. As the French people do not want 
war, and particularly these veterans* it is quite clear that 
Goy was quite impressed with what Hitler told him and does not 
realise the real situation. While the French Government ia 
doing what it can to counteract the effects of the HitloF decla
rations which it believes, and I think is correct in believing. 
Bean nothing. Hitler's action has undoubtedly increased the 
difficulties of the French Government. This difficulty at the 
top in France la by no means minimised through what 1 understand 
Is Laval's dislike of Francois Poineet. It is true that Fran
cois Poincet by his family connections is closely tilled with 
the Comite des Forges, but on the other hand 1 hoi sufficient 
contact with Franco!* Poincet Is Berlin to realize that his esti
mate of the German situation then was in accord with that of 
less prejudiced observers* As Laval has always been inclined 
towards direct understanding with Germany, Hitler knew what ho 
wss doing when he made this W W appeal to the French Veterans 
at this tine. The disillusionment Is Franco ia so great that, 
OS one well informed person put it to BO, "the French peopls 
are almost ss much inclined to believe Hitler as their own 
rotten politicians'*. The fact, however* that this interview 
between Hitler and Goy lias not been permitted publicity in Ger
many is Wadoubtedly helping the position sf the Government In 
France. 

At the seme time that the French Government is faced 
by thia internal situatio% the insistence of Jugoslav!* in 
bringing the murder of Alexander before the League has embarrassed 
her and X am informed that the Jugoslav Foreign Minister, Jostie, 
is s sonversation with the French made it clear that Franco ssust 
realize from what happened In the ease of Poland that a similar 
situation might result in French desertion of Jogoslavis* 
France wss la the position of having to appease Jugoslavia and 
find a formula In this matter of the investigation of Alexander's 
murdSJT and at the same time not interfering with the conversations 
which must ho held with Italy and this at a time when Hungary 
hasbeen impressing on Italy that she does not want to be deserted 
on her revisionist policy. 

How that England has ao plainly made her deciaion, the 
favorable effect* of this are already seen. England may wsvtf 
and it may take) her a long time to make up her mind, but when she 
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has coordinated her polioy and reached a decision, the result* 
begin to be seen. A direct result of this definite orientation 
of British policy is seen in the statement which King George 
gave oak to the effect that the murders of Dollfuas and Alex
ander indicated the necessity for general agreement on the right 
of asylum* particularly for so-called political refugees, and 
that this ?ms a matter vAieh the League should immediately take 
up. This was undoubtedly an inspired statement made by th* 
King to help Fran©* out of this difficult situation. Jectie, 
in order to strengthen his own position, felt that he must be ' 
insistent, and ?*as much more insistent than the circumstances 
made necessary* but he was in a position to make a lot of trouble 
and that is why the problem* in thes* little countri** become 
•• Important when the ambitions and political aims of • single 
individual may weeome so imposs ible. According to the last news 
the French and Itelian pressur*, supported by practically all 
European opinion, has made this British initiative bear fruit 
and the question of the Marseille murder* will not *ome before 
the Leagu* ajstil January. By that time an ough water will ha*» 
passed under the bridge so that the investigation may take an 
entirely different form that that 1% w»uld have taken now and 
ft may be diverted into the more harmless channel of th* con
sideration of * general agreement on ta* right of asylai* 

It would have been extremely unfortunate therefore 
to have thl* investigation by the League now. If undertake* 
1% would have been * further blow to the League if It were not 
don* in * thoroughgoing way, and political murders over her* 
are not something that can be gone into thoroughly. Jugoslavia 
was willing to make 3nngary the goat, and there 1* no question . 
but that Hungary tolerated at least on* jproup of Croatian 
agitators. On the other hand there was one hero in Austria 
whoso friendly contact with certain individuals in the Government 
would perhaps seem more sinister than they really ar« if brought 
to the light of day. That Italy tolerated three •fcaps where 
these Croatians foregathered it just as well established a* it 
1* in Hungary, and there are those who say that there was much 
more definite evidences of direct Italian support in the way of 
money. France and Belgium would be brought into it, and Jugo
slavia could hardly hope to have her own pert is such political 
murders covered up. It Is really a ease of the pot calling th* 
kettle black, and it will be much better to draw a veil over the 
whole affair and try to got some agreement on the right of asylum. 
If It 1* correct, as it seems from the information available to 
me, that this further danger point has been passed, It is another 
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ef the encouraging signs which we have seen recently. Md it 
does show that Geneva, has a real value for Surops. 

Is this connection it la interesting to note that the 
Increased cooperation between England and France will strengthen 
tne^hand of Francs when it comes to talking with Mussolini with 
respect to the revisionist slsims of Hungary. The Hungarian 
revisionist claims have received fairly wide support among the 
Members of the House of Coraaons end it is some of these supporters 
of Hungarian revisionist claims who are asking the most embarrass
ing questions in the British Parliament now with respect to its 
Continental policy. The British Government, however, seems to 
have mad© up its mind end this will help both France and Italy 
in dealing with this particular aspect of the problem. fcngary 
realizes this and ths natural tendency -ssould be to turn her more 
to Germany, but her recent disillusions with regard to Germany, 
which I have mentioned in this letter, will be s factor in this 
connection* It means that Hungary remains on the fence, but 
she will keep her eyes turned both ways and we know that she is 
under no illusions with regard to developments in Germany. 

Jugoslavia has been very anxious to get her skirts 
SS clean as possible in connection with the question of political 
refugees and has been urging on the Germans to take away the 
lazi refugees st TJarasoln. The papers say that some 1900 refu
gees are to be taken by sea on German ships t© Bremen and from 
there to Bavaria. According to • Vienna newspaper of Movember-
22, Hitler is said to haws stated that "every refuges at lerasvin 
shall be enabled to celebrate Christmas in Germeny8. ?Mle X 
have no official confirmation that thess refugees will be repatri
ated in German ships, I am told in well informed circles here that 
this setion has been arranged for by Berlin. 

It seems rather extraordinary action when ono son-
ciders that most of them are Austrian*. If Germany actually 
does take these refugees from Jugoslavia, it is s fairly clear 
indication of her responsibility for Jnly 2S. 

That the situation in Germany seems to be growing 
steadily worse is indicated by all the information which we get 
here. There Is living in Austria s female member of the Thyssen 
family whose opinion in financial sod business matters i» highly 
considered by those running the family Interests in Germany and 
she is therefore frequently consulted by them. A member of the 
staff of the Legation has friendly touch with her and her husband. 
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Day before yesterday he had a conversation with the principal 
representative In Austria of the Yhyssea family interests, and 
% am appending hereto a copy of the memorandusi severing this 
conversation. I think you will be interested in this for it 
confirms for the most part what I have said in recent letters 
and is in accord with the information which we got from other 
sources* When one considers that It is Herr fhyssen who sub
sidised Hitler and did so natch to bring him into power and who 
in the months proceeding his taking over the Government intro
duced Hitler to audience* of industrialists in the Ruhr as 
"the Savior of Germany*, it is tsteresting to get tho reaction 
of the family •• shown in this memorandum. 

I also saw one of ay old frienda from Berlin here 
the other day who la perhaps one of the best informed Germans 
there Is because of his wide contacts in all circles. X am 
sending you herewith a copy of * rather gossipy memorandum 
which you may be interested in reading. Miet Is more import
ant than anything which appears in this memorandum ia th© state
ment which he made that the raw mierial situation •would not 
necessarily lead to a crisis before next fall* He said that 
so far as fats were concerned, it would be felt definitely bs-
fore that and that this was serious. The fat content in soap 
had already been reduced by 4Q?». The program of replaos mat
erials could not work out because these materials were difficult 
to produce in adequate quantities and much too expensive. The 
raw material stocks in Germany, paid for or not pp. id fos*# would 
be used and would last pretty well into the spring, together with 
what they would be able to import in tho meant ins* The summer 
months would make the situation easier again and in his opinion, 
unless the whole ring encircling Germany broke down, the raw 
material situation of itself will precipitate a crisis then* 
H© thinks, however, that other factors which may even become 
more important, may bring about the erisis before then. 

In view of the indications which the Austrian news
papers have hsd to go lightly on Germany, It Is interesting 
that tho VIENNA TAGBLAfT of November 28 carried half a column 
articls in s prominent positis» stating that an electric etmos* 
phers is again noticeable in Germany, that thereia a iscided 
falling off of enthusiasm, that the Hitler salut* is seen much 
leaa, and that there is open criticism of tho regime. The 
article points out that in shops and factories the worker*, 
faced by rising prices, are becoming daily mors discontented 
and that In aome sstablishments the workers prldo themselves that 
there is not a single National Socialist among them. According 
to the articls the prestige of Gosbbels* Darrs, Ley, and Marnier 
is decreasing and that Hitler is basing all his hopes on a 
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favorable outcome of the Saar question and that there will be 
no change of policy before Janusrjfe 

la another article ia the TAGBLATT of the same day, 
it is reported that serious difficult iea are developing Wt»iieen 
Schacht and Sehmitt, who la costing back into the picture* Schacht 
remains fir* against devaluation, while Sehmitt ia to be brought 
back as Minister of Commerce to bring about a partial devaluation 
of the mark in order to relieve the internal situation and to aid 
exports* The article pointed out that the industrial interests 
are in favor of partial devaluation. 

It is interesting that in various Austrian newspapers 
therehas been repeated^ mentionffc that Sehmitt ia to go to Wash
ington as Ambassador and that Luther will be definitely Wtired. 
I think it is much more likely that this ia under consideration 
than his going back to the Ministry of Commerce. Schs&tt cannot 
go baok to the Ministry of Commerce under this regime unless i% 
completely changes its policy, and I do not believa yet that auch 
a change is possible. Sehmitt haa had enough experience ia the 
job, aa X know from dlreet and feirly Intimate contact with him, 
to realize that he could do BO sore ia it now than before unless 
Nazi policy is completely changed. He might, however, ha will— 
ing to go to Washington. He does not speak English well* hut 
he understands a good bit and would leers to speak it rapidly. 
I hawa mentioned him ao frequently in my letters that you know 
I hold him in high regard. He would maks a splendid Minister 
of CojEiaroa if thcr* is a n<ns Government In Germany, but *" do 
not think ha would be able to do more ia Washington under this 
regime than Luther* Perhaps X should not pit It in that way, 
and say that eventually he would not be able to accomplish mora, 
for aa would realise that 1?a«i policy remains tha Sscse and that 
no more faith could be put into German performances than before, 
but personally Sehmitt would be ablo to make much more progress 
than Luther. Ha is tall, \vell-built, and makes a very good 
appearance, an4J*R«' »- • pleasant manner. Ia personality and 
approach he aould,"froa the German point of view, make just aa 
desirable a representative aa Luther la the other way. Besides 
that Sehmitt is a man who carries conviction and in spite of 
my high opinion of him and of his sane views, Z have learned to 
realize how pliable an instrument tha best German oaa ha* 
Lather fundamentally holds the same flews as Sehmitt* hat wo 
have seen what a defender of even the most radical Hasi doctrines 
ha hat been willing to be ia spite of tfceee inner convictions. 

I am sure therehas been brought to your attention the 
atrict order ia Germany against Party and other gatherings 
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without tb» specific approval of the Minister of Propaganda* 
This is isore significant than it would appear on the surface. 
Heretofore these meetings have bean encouraged as ene principal 
mfans of keeping alia* the enthusiasm and the illusionment of 
the people* How the facts are breaking through and disillusion
ment is growing and will continue to grow, and public meetings 
must be forbidden or oontrelled in order that this disillusion
ment will not find suoh outward expression in mass form* All 
these things are signposts towards a developing situation which 
is beginning to become mora aggravated]and towards which it was 
obvious from the outset that it would turn eventually* 

Internally the situation ia Austria remains quiet 
and X see no reason to expect untoward developments here for the 
next five weeks* In the aaantime the general situation seems 
to be shaping itself fairly satisfaotorily with the decision of 
England to play a major role im practically avery factor which 
has to to considered in this complicated continental problem. 
The position of Chancellor Sehuschnigg will be strengthened as 
the result of the Rome trip* 

I can appreciate what a heavy burden you all larva 
been aarrying in connection with the ©onversations in London 
on the Haval Treaty. X sat next to the wife of the Japanese 
Minister here last last evening for several hours. She and 
her husband have both lived in the United States for a number 
af years and feel very friendly, and she ia an extraordinarily 
intelligent woman* I happened to be seated between her and 
the wife «f the British Minister and somebody laughlingly *•* 
marked about my position between them, but X could tell from 
her reaetiss. that London weighed very heavily on her mind. 
She ia an extremely intelligent woman and this Japanese sensi
tiveness is really something extraordinary* The most intelli
gent and brosd-minded, and at the same time the most friendly, 
Japanese I have ever known ia now the principal secretary to 
the Japanese Foreign Minister in Tokio, and has been far some 
yenrs, but I think he was the most sensitive man I ever knew 
and certainly mora se than the most hypersensitive Latin I 
have known* Aside from what they sre really after and what 
we know they have in mind, this striving for equality coming 
oat of their inferiority complex thrusta itself forward at 
all times eves among the best of them. 

Believe me, with all good wishes. 

Cordially and sincerely yours. 

Enclosures: George S. Messeremith. 
X* Copy of memorandum rm Thyssen 
3. Copy of memorandum of S"ov*tl 


